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Abstract.
The 3-degree Digital Twin robotic can diagnose the joints off-board by placing a torque in the
robotic arm joint. MATLAB, Simulink®, SimscapeTM, and Simscape Multibody were the basis of
this model. Virtual space with a virtual robot arm was connected to a physical space that was a 3D
printed replica of the virtual space and robot arm, built using Unity (a modern Game Engine). The
arm in the Digital Twin model was created using the hardware prototype’s dimensions, which were
then used to simulate a real-world situation. With its revolute joints, the arm has a certain degree
of freedom. The relations between the different elements of the arm were explained through frame
transformations. Simulink signal builder generates the inputs. Robotic arms are one of the most
frequently used devices for manufacturing processes and can automate a range of tasks on the
floor, for instance. However, for these devices to work, they must have AI that has been properly
trained. It proposes a method for dealing with virtual learning to the real robot twin mapping.
Considering the importance of Digital Twin, it is essential to study the research trends and research
origin. Hence, in this article detailed and meticulous study of digital twin and its bibliometric
analysis is carried out. Various aspects such as top research articles, funding resources, affiliations,
document types, etc. are collected from the Scopus database. The bibliometric study is even
extended to network analysis to understand co-author relations, and citation analysis is also
presented.
Keywords: Digital Twin, Robots, Robotic Arm, Cluster Analysis, Bibliometric Study.

Introduction
1.1 Robots
Robot technology is becoming all-embracing. Robots expand beyond structured and repetitive
working conditions to occupy positions not only in the service sector but also for professional,
personal, and home use. However, it is difficult to find new jobs. These unstructured environments
are not only more complex tasks and need to change continuously [1]. Above all, in this setting
users interact frequently. Robots are today in a social environment, where users unconsciously
produce inherent human-machine standards. To facilitate interaction, robotic technologies should
fit certain social standards. As a research field [2], social robotics seems to better understand this
complexity. Social robotics is defined as "the study of robots interacting and communicating with
each other, humans and the environment and their rolling social and cultural structure." Journals
or conferences tend to confine the field to areas such as the affective and cognitive sciences of
social robots, biotech, smart control, and artificial intelligence, social focus, gaze, and other
subjects [3]. This area coincides also with other robotic, informational, and engineering subfields.
In the context of a wider field of robotics, social robotics should therefore be understood. While
the literature focuses on social robots' identities and characteristics, no research has attempted
to understand the field of social robotics [4]. Robotics is deeply rooted in culture. Over the
centuries, people have always tried to find substitutes that can imitate their behavior in different
interactions with the surrounding environment. This continuous quest for philosophical,
economic, social, and scientific principles has been inspired by several motivations [5].
The robotic arm is designed by A robot manipulator, with the same functions as a human arm. The
robot arm consists of different components like connector, actuator, sensor, and control
component. The joints and connections are part of the film chain [6]. The two ends of the chain
are connected to a robot's base with separate parts. The second is equipped tools such as the hand,
gripper, or the end effector [7]. One of the revolute joints is mainly two types of joints, and the
second is the prismatic joint. Figure 1 shows the working principle of industrial robots’ Robotic
arms have been used primarily for industrial automation and hazardous environment operation.
Due to high-precision actuators and custom machining of components, many robotic controls are
very expensive [8]. We suggest that research on robotics control may progress more quickly if
valuable arms have been very price-cutting. More cost-effectiveness can lead to more acceptance,
which can, in turn, lead to faster progress. Drastic cost reductions, however, will require
compromises in design and design [9].

Asimov then launched the term robotics as the science devoted to the study of robots based on
the three basic laws:
1. A robot must not injure a person or allow a person to suffer inaction damages.
2. A robot must follow human-given orders unless such orders are contrary to the first law.
3. As far as such protection is inconsistent with the first or second law, a robot must protect its
life.
These laws established rules of conduct to consider the design requirements of a robot that, since
then, is a product that has been designed by engineers and technical specialists.

Figure 1. Flow chart of Working principle of Robot
1.2 Classifications of Robot
Robots can be classified by their environment. Fixed and mobile robots are the most popular
distinction. These two robotic types work in very different environments, which makes them very
different [10]. Fixed robots are mainly industrial robs that operate in robotic environments that
are well defined. Industrial robots in car manufacturing plants perform special repeated tasks
such as welding or painting parts. Enhanced sensors and devices for human-robot interactions in

less controlled environments such as high-precision surgery [11], The use of robotic manipulators
is growing.

Figure 2. Robot Classification by field of application
Robots can be classified according to the field and tasks of application The gradation of the robot
with different applications appears in Figure 2. We talked about industrial robots operating in
well-defined contexts with production tasks [12]. The first robots were industrial robot designs
because their well-defined environment simplified them. On the other hand, service robots help
people in the work. They include homework such as vacuum cleaning, carriage, and defense
applications such as recognition drones. Robots have also improved in operation, rehabilitation,
and training. Healthcare [13]. These are the latest applications that require enhanced sensors and
greater user interaction.
1.3 Robotic Manipulators (The Robotic Arm)
Robotics has evolved as a marvelous technology and in recent decades have become increasingly
popular and extremely operational in many environments. The end-usage of robots includes
production, structural inspections, spatial research, defense, food inspections, health, and health
applications, and agree to disaster relief [14]. Academic robotic research has therefore become
very promising as the toxicity testing for some drug products in which human interaction is
dangerous has been assessed. Bogue reviewed the different applications of serial robots in lab
automation, as well as industries such as the sorting, testing, and packaging of medications in the
pharmaceutical industry. More than simply a series of mechanical linkages is seen as a robot

manipulator [15]. The arm mechanism is only one part and can be seen in Figure 3: arms, external
power supplies, arm-end-of-arms, external and internal sensor systems, computer and computer
interface. [16].
The robot manipulator's mechanical structure consists of a sequence of rigid bodies (links)
connected through joints; the handler is characterized by an arm ensuring mobility, a handle
providing dexterity, and an end effector performing the required work of a robot. The degrees
of freedom should be distributed properly throughout the mechanical structure to have enough
numbers to perform a given task. Three DOFs [17], three are required to position the object at
the point and three for it to orient the object concerning the frame of a reference coordinate, for
the most common task consisting of arbitrary position and orientation in a 3D space. When there
are more DOFs than Task Variables, the handler is kinetically redundant [18].

Figure 3. Components of Robotic Arm System
1.4 Simulation and Modelling Tools
In robot research robotics software (RSS) and on-board line, programming is likely to be a key
issue because robot compliance evaluation, prediction, and the development of manufacturing
automatics are essential [19]. There has been great attention to the research and development of
on-off robot programming. The trends and problems in the programming process of the RSS can
be divided into two components, the GUI, and the control software [20]. The new challenge was
initiated by the application of a structured programming language, then followed by a third-party
package, object programming language, web programming tools, and a language of programming
for artificial intelligence. The following flow chart shows Figure 4 the process starting from the
robot creation and control of the robot with input joints, forwards kinematics and reverse

kinematics functions [21]. We used MATLAB R2016B to create and simulate the robot during this
project.
There are many ways to develop a graphical user interface, draw 3D models, and develop robotic
manipulator software simulators in real-time. Many excellent tools for programming such as
simulators can also be used, such as [22]:

Figure 4. Flowchart of Matlab Program
1. Simulink and V-Realm Builder MATLAB virtual reality toolbox. 1.
2. The AutoCAD 3D Programme can be used for the graphical design of a robot; the CAD to
MATLAB function can be used to convert the resulting graph into an acceptable format using
the MATLAB files.
3. Under Visual C++ or MATLAB, use OpenGL Graphics Library.
4. Other famous tools such as UltraArc, CimStation, RobotScripts, R OPSIM, RobotSutdio, and
Dymola are also available on the Web.
1.5 Digital Twin Concepts

The Digital Twin (DT) concept has received increasing attention because it can create a physical
object's component in software (PO). The DT concept was originally designed and presented at
the University of Michigan in 2003 by Michael Grieves. Since then, both in industry and in
academia the DT model has attracted important interests [23]. DT use was first increased in
production, then in the IoT community, and cyber-physical systems Increased (CPSs). The interest
of other technical communities in various industries and practitioners was also attracted [24]. You
identified the community with approaches, ideas, and demands of your own. The DT concept has
thus been used and extended to include the different aspects of the application domain and the
intended use [25]. The definition must be based on a general concept, which applies to almost
every PO and intangible object in principle, from the industrial product or artifact. CAD (Solid
Work) and MATLAB software were used to create a virtual prototype to develop the virtual layer
[26]. In order. In Figure 5, a framework is provided for the development of the virtual twin based
on a physical twin. It includes data for developed VR models and decision-makers for optimizing
cellular energy consumption. This is a four-section framework [27].

Figure 5. The construction mechanism of a digital twin prototype
As an initial definition, strongly based on this article, this article will initially adopt the following

statement that describes the TD: "DT is a comprehensive representation of software that provides
for different contributions and requirements arising from different technological domains [28].
1.6 Concept of Twins
The twin concept comes from NASA's Apollo program, which built two or more spacecraft that
reflect the space-car conditions during the mission – that is to say, the vehicle on earth is referred
to as the twin one [29]. The Twin has also been used extensively during flight training
preparations. During the flight mission, alternatives on an Earth-based model have been
simulated, when available flight information has been used to reflect flight conditions and thereby
support in critical situations, the astronaut's orbit [30]. In this sense, any type of prototype used
for the reflection of real-time operational conditions can be viewed as twofold. Figure 6 states the
twin concept using in the digital world and the DT technology.

Figure 6. Twin concept in digital asset
1.7 The architecture of the Digital Twin
Table 1 shows the features available in the digital twins. The DT aims to develop solutions for
various, but specific, objectives and questions. In every stage of the life cycle, these questions may
occur [31]. For instance, the functionality of the different components is validated in a simulated
interplay during the design phase. The main benefit of the DT is expected, however, in further
phases. The DT is therefore a product feature that was originally planned [32]. It also defines its
principal application and is therefore limited to specific questions. For it to describe the Digital
Twin's goal, a digital double architect (s) [33]. Tasks to answer your questions are defined from
this objective. The final step is to define the necessary data and simulation templates for a given

application and purpose to create the Digital Twin architecture [34]. One good side effect of such
a DT structure is that new applications, which were not initially considered, could be made based
on data provided by the digital twin architecture under certain conditions [35].
Table 1: Features available in Digital twins (DT)
Features
Document Management

Functionality
Throughout the lifecycle of an object, all documents (drawings,
instructions, etc.) relate to it.

Model

A digital image of an item that can imitate the properties and
behaviors of a physical item.

3D Representation

Physical interface properties (measured or simulated) are
mapped to a 3D digital representation.

Simulation

A physical system is represented in a simulation environment to
study its actions.

Data Model

For connectivity, analytics, and/or visualization, a standardized
data model is needed.

Visualization

On a supervisory screen or a personal computer, a graphical
representation of the object is shown.

Model Synchronization

Model alignment with real-world parameters (potentially in realtime)
Algorithms and computational findings based on physical system

Connected Analytics

properties that have been measured

1.8 Digital twin implementation in Robotics arm
In modern industries, such as industry 4.0, the robots are operated in different degrees of
freedom with cyber-physical systems and digital two-figuration models, so that the robots
have an ideal position and condition [36]. In different fields, industrial robots work such as
assembly, welding, picking and location, transport, and many other robotic applications. In
Industry 4.0 the digital double-based robotic arm is supposed to improve our work efficiency
[37]. The most important robotic arms are used for welding, loading, and unloading materials,
part painting, pick and place, material packaging, assembly, mechanical cutting, grinding,
polishing, etc.

A. Appropriate system models for the calculation of real-world data.
B. Provide the user and alert users with better decisions and support.
C. Analyze, over time, the necessary changes in the physical system.

2. Bibliometric Analysis
A term of the bibliometric comes from the "Biblio" which is books, and the term "metrics"
means measurement. Bibliometric analyses represent a statistical evaluation of scientific
papers or books published and are a useful instrument for assessing publications in the
scientific community. Bibliometric technology is usually used for quantitative analysis of
research data based on papers, journals, citations, locations, and other factors. The research
form frequently helps writers to identify shortcomings in literature.
The principal goal of the survey for bibliometric analysis is:
1. The objective of this study is to explore the trend of digital twin research.
2. Separate digital twin production based on global geographical locations.
3. Identify changes to publications by and contributors to university and research
institutions affiliations.
4. To study the quote, quotation counts were used.
5. To determine what vocabulary has been used for the literature.
It is also important to have a thorough understanding of current research and of the number
of authors who have contributed to research in this area when researching a particular field.
As technology progresses, huge amounts of data are available, and various tools such as
bibliometrics are now available. Webometrics, scientometrics, and an H-index are classified
into various patterns. A bibliometric analysis was used to describe a set of bibliometric
indicators for the implementation of these objectives, such as quantifying indicators and
citation indicators such as quotations and the Hirsch index (h-index).
2.1 Analysis of keywords
Table 2. List of primary and secondary keywords
Master Keywords

” Digital Twin”

Primary keywords using (AND)

” Robots”
“Robotic Arm” OR “Simulink” “Machine learning”

Secondary Keywords using (OR)

“Matlab” “Degree of freedom” “Arduino”

“Automation” “Cyber-physical system” “IoT”
“Industry 4.0” “Smart manufacturing”

Table 2 shows the primary and secondary sets of keywords used to search Scopus documents
for the query. The last question was as follows:
“Digital Twin” AND “Robotic Arm” OR “Simulink” OR “Machine learning” OR “Matlab” OR
“degree of freedom” OR “Arduino” OR “Automation” OR “Cyber-physical system” OR “IoT” OR
“Industry 4.0” OR “Smart manufacturing”
2.2 Initial search results
The Scopus database is the basis of this research paper. It contains all 1810 publications
using the above keywords. The focus of this is on the language of English, which contains
1808 papers. Table 3. Summarizes language trends used in the Digital Twin manuscripts.
Table 3: Digital Twin languages trends
Source from: https://www.scopus.com/ (accessed on 9 June 2021)
Publication language

Publications

English

1808

Russian

2

All types of publications for this survey consist of journals, essays, chapters of books,
conference proceedings, etc.
Table 4: Types of Publications in Digital twin
Source from: https://www.scopus.com/ (accessed on 9 June 2021)
Types of Publication

Number of Publication

Percentage

Conference paper

994

54.97

Article

586

32.41

Conference review

82

4.53

Book chapter

78

4.31

Review

53

2.93

Editorial

7

0.38

Book

4

0.22

Note

3

0.16

Data paper

1

0.05

The results of the search were evaluated based on the form of publication that was used to
print the documents. Table 4 shows the various types of publications available in the digital
twin region. Conference papers have been used by 54.97% of researchers, followed by
Articles, which account for 32.41% followed by conference review articles, which account
for 4.53%. The least contribution is found in a book chapter, review articles, book, editorials,
and other forms of publication.
2.3 Exploratory data highlights
Digital Twin documents were collected for 7 years from 2015 to 2021. In Table 5, the number
of publications in the Digital Twin research area shows trends every year. It is easy to
estimate by analyzing the data that the field of research has contributed more in 2020 and
2019. Very few investigations have, however, been carried out between 2015 and 2017.
Table 5: Yearly publishing trends in Digital Twin
Source from: https://www.scopus.com/ (accessed on 9 June 2021)
YEAR

Publication Count

2021

369

2020

741

2019

477

2018

155

2017

52

2016

11

2015

3

Figure 7. Yearly publishing trend in Digital twin implies in Robotic engineering
Source from: https://www.scopus.com/ (accessed on 9 June 2021)
Figure 7 shows graph Table 5 shows the last ten years of digital twin technology applied in
robotic field publication trends. The maximum number of documents in this field was
published in 2020, approximately 741.
2.4 Subject area analysis

Figure8. Top 10 most popular subject areas.
Source from: https: //www.scopus.com / (accessed on 9 June 2021)

Figure 8 shows a known subject area for the digital twin technology used in the robotic field.
The figure displays the top 9 fields in which the maximum amount of research related to
additive production is carried out. We can see that the maximum amount of research in the
field of Engineering is done (35%) Computer science followed (32%) Mathematics (9%),
Decision Science (5%) each of Material science, physics and astronomy and Energy (5%),
Business, management, and accounting (4%).
2.5 Geographical area wise analysis

Figure 9. Geographical locations of research related to Digital twin technology
applied in the robotic field
Source from: https://www.scopus.com/ (accessed on 9 June 2021)
Figure 9 shows the number of publications for a better understanding by geographical region
on the world map. The world map is used to better understand the publishing numbers of
their respective countries and for comparative studies in neighboring countries,
respectively. From Figure 5, maximum research can be seen in Germany (275) followed by
the USA (229), China (185), Russia (140), UK (133), Italy (119), France (76), and India (58).

2.6 Affiliation based analysis

Figure 10. Top 10 Affiliations Analysis based on institutes and research field
Source from: https://www.scopus.com/ (accessed on 9 June 2021)
Figure 10 shows the affiliation organization, the institution, and the number of publications
corresponding to it. Selected top 10 member institutions, organizations, research centers.
Rheinisch-Westfälische Technische Hochschule Aachen and Beihang University have mostly
published a total of 55 papers. More than 20 documents have been published by the
University of Auckland, Politecnico di Milano, Siemens AG, Budapest University of
Technology and Economics.

2.7 Analysis based on Author

Figure 11. Analysis based on Author publications
Source from: https://www.scopus.com/ (accessed on 9 June 2021)
The number of papers published by every author is shown in Figure 11. Fig shows the top
ten writers based on the number of documents Tao, F., a maximum of 17 papers has been
published. 12 documents were published by authors “Xu, X., 11 documents were published
by other authors Lu, Y., Weyrich, M., Zakoldaev, D.A., Zharinov, I.O”.

2.8 Analysis based on source Title

Figure 1. Analysis based on Source title
Source from: https://www.scopus.com/ (accessed on 9 June 2021)
Figure 12 shows the top 10 source and literature statistics. Procedia CIRP has published 67
paper numbers followed by Procedia Manufacturing and IFIP Advances in Information and
Communication Technology.

2.9 Statistical Analysis of Funding Sponsor

Figure 13. Analysis based on funding sponsor
Source from: https://www.scopus.com/ (accessed on 9 June 2021)
Figure 13 contains the top ten sponsors of funding. A total of 87 publications followed by
National Natural Science and 62 papers are funded by European Commission. More than 30
documents have been produced each by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research
Council, European Regional Development Fund, and Horizon 2020 Framework Programme.

2.10 Citation Analysis

Figure 14. Last six years of citations
Source from: https://www.scopus.com/ (accessed on 9 June 2021)

Figure 14 shows the number of citations per year we can see that the number of citations
increases each year. The maximum number of citations is 5420 in 2020. It shows that DT
technology developed in robotics research is growing every day.
Table 6 shows the top 10 records with the maximum citation count for the last five years. We
can see that the highest number of citations for “About the importance of autonomy and
digital twins for the future of manufacturing” is 424.
Table 6: Analysis of Citation Count based on Publications
Source from: https://www.scopus.com/ (accessed on 9 June 2021)
Sr.

Document Title

Author

Journal Title

No.

Yearly Citations Count
<201 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Total
7

1

“About the

“Rosen R.,

“IFAC-

6

22

68

135

127

66

424

importance, of

Von Wichert

autonomy and

G., Lo G.,

digital, twins for

Bettenhause

the future, of

n K.D”.

PapersOnLine”

manufacturing”
“Digital Twin and
Big Data Towards
Smart
2

Manufacturing,
and Industry 4.0:

“Qi Q., Tao
F”.

“IEEE Access”

0

0

26

87

137

95

345

360 Degree
Comparison”

3

“A Review of the

“Negri E.,

Roles of Digital

Fumagalli L.,

“Procedia

Twin in CPS-based

Macchi M”.

Manufacturing”

0

0

28

91

146

71

336

“Procedia CIRP”

0

5

40

85

131

65

326

0

0

32

89

123

76

320

0

0

0

25

113

107

245

Production
Systems”

4

“The Digital Twin:

“Uhlemann

Realizing the

T.H.-J.,

Cyber-Physical

Lehmann C.,

Production System Steinhilper
for Industry 4.0”

R”.

“Digital Twin
Shopfloor: A New
5

Shop-Floor
Paradigm

Tao F.,
Zhang M.

“IEEE Access”

Towards Smart
Manufacturing”

6

“Digital Twin in

“Tao F.,

Industry: State-of-

Zhang H.,

the-Art”

Liu A., Nee
A.Y.C”.

“IEEE Transactions
on Industrial
Informatics”

“C2PS: A digital
twin architecture
7

reference model

“Alam K.M.,

for the cloud-

El Saddik A”.

IEEE Access

0

5

30

73

92

45

245

0

0

5

42

64

54

165

0

4

16

54

60

30

164

0

1

20

46

64

29

160

based cyberphysical systems”
“Digital twinbased smart
production
8

management and
control framework
for the complex

“International
“Zhuang C.,

Journal of

Liu J., “Xiong

Advanced

H”.

Manufacturing
Technology”

product assembly
shopfloor”

9

“Digital Twin Data

“Schroeder

Modeling with

G.N.,

AutomationML

Steinmetz C.,

and a

Pereira C.E.,

Communication

Espindola

Methodology for

D.B”.

“IFACPapersOnLine”

Data Exchange”

10

“The Digital Twin:

“Uhlemann

Demonstrating the

T.H.-J.,

Potential of Real-

Schock C.,

Time Data

Lehmann C.,

Acquisition in

Freiberger

Production

S.,

Systems”

Steinhilper
R”.

“Procedia
Manufacturing”

2.11 Network Analysis
Network analysis represents a graphical relationship between different parameters. VOS
viewer and GEPHI software for network analysis in the Scopus database are used in this
survey. Network analysis is intended to build relationships between different compute
parameters for improved parameter understanding and their connection with other
parameters.
2.12 Network Analysis of Keywords

Figure 15. Network perception diagram based on Source title and keywords
Source from: (https://www.scopus.com/ and https://www.vosviewer.com) (accessed
on 9 June 2021)
The network diagram shows in Figure 15 with keywords. Each circle is a keyword; the circle
size depends on the number of the keyword occurs. More keyword occurrence, the circle
larger, and vice versa. When keywords are strongly linked, distances between cycles are very
small, as we can see in Digital twin and, internet of things and industrial robots. The
minimum number of keywords occurring, which has a total of 10968 keywords, of which 184

words meet the threshold, is kept to 15.
2.13 Network Analysis of Author and Co-Authors based on Co-Appearance

Figure 16. Network analysis diagram of co-authors and authors based on appearance
among the same papers
Source from: (https://www.scopus.com/ and https://www.vosviewer.com) (accessed
on 9 June 2021)
Figure 16 shows a network diagram of the author and the co-author in the same paper based
on co-appearances. The minimum number of papers per author is 5 and the minimum
number of citations is 0. For this network diagram. A total of 6 clusters comprising 89
authors and co-authors connected by 129 links are formed. This diagram helps to identify
the collaborative work done by authors and co-authors and to link these works together with
co-authors.

2.14 Publication Map and citation cluster Network Analysis

Figure 17. Publication Title and Citation Cluster-based Network Analysis
Source from: (https://www.scopus.com/ and https://www.Gephi.com)
(accessed on 9 June 2021)
Figure 17 shows a publication map and a quote cluster network analysis for which the GEPHI
software is used. A node represents the title of publication, and edges depict collaborative
work among various writers. For this Fruchterman Rheingold layout, 3143 nodes and 2330
edges from the total are used. The dark dot represents the higher number of citations
received by the title of the publication.
2.15 ProKnow-C Analysis
Table 7 shows a 10-article bibliometric portfolio. The database Scopus is used for this
analysis. Total 1808 results are obtained primarily by keyword string. These results are then
filtered based on the full article availability and the search is then reduced to 629 documents.

The further study is filtered by alignment of the title with the subject and the scientific
recognition of the subject, which reduces the search to 30 papers. Finally, the study refined
based on abstract alignment with topic and citation count resulting in 10 documents. The
author of the “Kousi, N., Gkournelos, C., Aivaliotis, S., (...), Michalos, G., Makris, S”. in reference
of bibliography portfolio 40 citations has a maximum citations numbers followed by “Laaki
H., Miche Y., Tammi K” with 38 citations.
Table 7: Articles that comprises Bibliography portfolio
Source from: https://www.scopus.com/ (accessed on 9 June 2021)
Sr.

Author

Article Title

Journal

Year

Citation

2020

9

2020

0

2020

3

2020

0

2019

2

No.
“Burghardt
1

A.,

Szybicki D., Gierlak
P., Kurc K., Pietruś
P., Cygan R”.

“Programming

of

industrial

robots using virtual reality and

“Applied Sciences
(Switzerland)”

digital twins”
“A digital twin creation method “Procedia

2

Al-Geddawy T.

for

an

opensource

low-cost Manufacturing”

changeable learning factory”
“Kaczmarek
3

W., “Industrial

robot

control by “Sensors”

Panasiuk J., Borys means of gestures and voice (Switzerland)
S., Banach P”.

commands in off-line and on-line
mode”

“Yashin

G.A.,

Trinitatova
4

Agishev

“2019

19th

D., “AeroVr: Virtual reality-based International
R.T., teleoperation

Ibrahimov
Tsetserukou D”.

R., feedback

with
for

manipulation”

tactile Conference

on

aerial Advanced
Robotics,

ICAR

2019”
“A framework for monitoring Conference
5

Savur C., Kumar S., human physiological response Proceeding – “IEEE
Sahin F.

during
collaborative task”

human-robot International
Conference

on

Systems, Man and
Cybernetics”
“Kousi,

“Digital twin for adaptation of

N., Gkournelos,
6

C., Aivaliotis,

S., robots'

(...), Michalos,

behavior

in

flexible

robotic assembly lines”

“Procedia
Manufacturing”

2019

41

2019

1

2019

1

2019

38

2019

5

G., Makris, S”.
“Maragkos
7

Vosniakos

G.-C., programming

Matsas E”.

collaboration”

“Verner
Cuperman

8

C., “Virtual reality assisted robot “Procedia

I., “Training

for

human Manufacturing”

robot manipulation “International

D., skills through practice with a Journal of online

Gamer S., Polishuk digital twin of Baxter”

and

biomedical

A”.

engineering”

“Laaki H., Miche Y., “Prototyping a Digital Twin for “IEEE Access”
Tammi K”.

9

Real Time Remote Control over
Mobile Networks: Application of
Remote Surgery”

“Oyekan

J.O.,

“Robotics

Hutabarat

W.,

Computer-

and

Tiwari A., Grech R., “The effectiveness of virtual Integrated
10

Aung M.H., Mariani environments
M.P.,

in

developing Manufacturing”

López- collaborative strategies between

Dávalos L., Ricaud industrial robots and humans”
T., Singh S., Dupuis
C”.

Figure 18 shows the number of bibliographical papers periodically, except for the Journal of
“Procedia Manufacturing” each article having 41 articles, in each of the journals.

Figure 18. No. of Article in Bibliometric Portfolio by Periodical

The approach used in research articles is shown in Table 8. Articles 2 and 8 propose DT
implies the various application of the robotics arm. Articles 1, 3, and 4 propose the way of
using virtual and digital twins to Programme robots. A Simulink approach for digital twin
technology implies industrial robots provided in Article 5 and Article 9 of the Studies various
applications of industrial robots.
Table 8: Approach used in articles in bibliometric portfolio
Source from: https://www.scopus.com/ (accessed on 9 June 2021)
Sr. No.

Articles

Approach used Research
“The article presents a way of using virtual and digital twins to

“Programming Programme robots. A robotic station's virtual environment is the

1

of industrial

digital twin, built from existing station elements in CAD models. The

robots using

virtual reality system records human motion, which then is replicated

virtual reality

in a virtual environment by a real robot. The method developed is

and digital

primarily aimed at situations in which the robot is required to

twins”

reproduce human movements performing a process that is
complicated from a robotic point of view”.

“A digital twin Learning factories show students in true industrial context

2

creation

applications and technology. While many providers supply turnkey

method for an

changing learning factories with certain digital twin capabilities, most

opensource

are shielded to change the underlying architecture or technology by

low-cost

very few flexibilities, thus preventing the greatest benefit from the

changeable

practical experience for students.

learning
factory”
“A framework
for monitoring
human
3

physiological
response during
human-robot
collaborative
task”

“This report provides a framework for monitoring the Human-Robot
Collaborative (HRC) response. This framework stresses the
importance of generating human as well as robot event markers as
well as synchronizing collected data It enables continuous data
collection during the HRC task to be used as an incentive to invoke a
human physiological response during a change in robot movement.
Two case studies on this basis and a tool for visualizing data in an HRC
experiment are provided to represent data collected easily and
easily”.
“Product personalization is the global tendency for the development

“Digital twin for of modern production systems. In turn, it is necessary to implement

4

adaptation of

flexible and reconfigurable mounting systems”. New plants that use

robots'

the capacity of several resources, including human and mobile, and/or

behavior in

stationary robotic helpers, are being developed. The article discusses

flexible robotic the use in a common environment and process perception of digital
assembly lines” modeling techniques in such hybrid manufacturing systems to allow
reconfiguration.
“Virtual reality This work demonstrates the programming of an industrial robot arm,
assisted robot which adjusts the prescribed movement of a robot to ensure that the
5

programming

human with whom the robot shares his working space is safe. The

for human

robot needs to either stop or modify the path or slow down if a human

collaboration” is detected. This approach is applicable not at the level of the robot
but the level of robot programming.
6

“Training robot This study looks at the opportunity to involve first-year engineering

manipulation

students in practice with a modern industrial Baxter robot and offers

skills through

space skill training. In a lab exercise, the students operate the robot to

practice with a perform spatial object manipulations. In the virtual environment of
digital twin of

Gazebo, we carried out the exercise on a digital twin from Baxter.

Baxter”
“Prototyping a “The Digital Twin (DT) concept has emerged to benefit future
Digital Twin for paradigms such as the Themes & Industry industrial Internet 4.0. The
Real Time

aim is to provide all information source and control interface

Remote Control descriptions relating to a product or process via a single interface for
7

over Mobile

self-detection and automated communication. However, the design of

Networks:

a DT architecture in the future for all applications is an ambitious

Application of

task”.

Remote
Surgery”
“Industrial
robot control by
means of
8

gestures and
voice
commands in
off-line and online mode”

“The document shows the option to operate an industrial robot using
the Kinect v2 module with gestures and voice controls. It describes
the components in the development of robot control software online
and offline. In the Visual Studio environment, the Kinect application
was developed in the C# language while the RAPID industrial robot
control program was created in the RobotSutdio environment. The
Kinect application was developed. A two-threaded RAPID language
application was developed that allowed two separate tasks for the
IRB120 robot”.

“AeroVr: Virtual “In fields such as industrial maintenance, emergency help, and e-

9

reality-based

commerce, drone aircraft handling applications are tested. Most of

teleoperation

this type of application requires teleoperation. The camera in a robot

with tactile

or drone provides a visual feed to the operator. Air handling requires

feedback for

sensitive and precise robot arm movements, camera data delays,

aerial

limited vision area, and a blurry image because of the dynamic of the

manipulation” drone, which can crash the UAV”.
10

“The

“Due to high speed and mass forces generated by industrial robots to

effectiveness of test and deploy the HRC, HRC could become dangerous. Wherever

virtual

people and industrial robots are working together, accidents are

environments

likely, and they are always unpredictable. This prevented the

in developing

development of collaborative strategies for human robots and the

collaborative

ability to adopt rules on the proximity of man and robot”.

strategies
between
industrial
robots and
humans”

3. Limitation of study, Challenges, and Future Scope
3.1 Limitation of study
This paper analysis is limited to the database Scopus. For further exploration in this field,
you can go to several databases like the web of science, ScienceDirect, Google Scholar, etc.
The results obtained in the search are kept in English since it is commonly used worldwide
and only as a Journal source type. For the recent research analysis, only the last 7 years of
papers have been examined.
3.2 Challenges
Most of the researchers focused on diagnosis rather than on prognosis. It is a challenge to
use the digital double-model in various applications in a robotic field. To determine future
behavioral forecasts, many uncertain factors and sources affect the results of the forecast.
For any researcher, it is, therefore, a difficult and difficult task to predict digital twin tools
for use in the field of robotics and modified robotics for new industries.
3.3 Future Scope
In the future a deepened literature review is planned to explore qualitative issues related to
key tasks and activities in the same sample of papers and more generally to the contents;
additional queries to assess the number of publications will be launched by the end of the
year. In practice, however, the world economic crisis, which is expected to take place in the

next months and years because of the Covid-19 pandemic, can delay investments of this kind,
as in several industries the attention is now focused on various problems. This is the only
serious issue.

4 Conclusion
The bibliometric analysis allows researchers to gain a more detailed overview of the
potential of the topic and to identify the gaps. This has helped the authors to identify different
considerations for Digital Twin for the 3DoF Robotic Arm Model using Simulink. The study
was based largely on the Scopus database, which helped to understand the prospective
journals, publications, citations, and authors. The analysis of keywords helps to decide on
further research. This paper focuses primarily on the implementation of digital twins in the
field of robotics through simulation due to its wide range. The findings of the study show
that industries and people benefit by reducing their costs, with research directed towards
those subject areas.
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